


Incentive Guidelines for Passenger Airlines 

□ Effective Period: From March 25th of 2018 until otherwise announced by a 

policy change.

□ Type and Details of Incentives

Type of Incentives Details Payment 
Method

New 
Airlines

(New Routes) 100% exemption of landing   charges for two years
(Existing routes) 100% exemption of   landing charges for one year
(Common) Up to USD 50,000 for   advertising expenses support

Deduction shall 
be applied 
when   levying 
charges in the 
following month.
(advertising 
expenses shall 
be   negotiated 
separately)

New Destinations (Incumbents)   100%   exemption of landing charges for one year 
(Common) Up to USD 50,000 for   advertising expenses support

Increased
 flight  

frequenci
es

Peak 
Hours

50%   return of landing charges incurred by the annual net 
increase in departing   flights
-Departing   flights between 07:00 and 22:59 (Based on ATD) 
-Total   payment limits: KRW 3 billion (the payment shall be 
made in line with the   payment ratio (%) set for each 
airline in case of exceeding the limits)

I n c e n t i v e 
payment shall 
be paid   
separately at 
the beginning 
of the 
following year.Non-

peak 
Hours

100%   return of landing charges incurred by the annual net 
increase in departing   flights
-Departing   flights between 23:00 and 06:59 (Based on ATD) 
-Total   payment limits: KRW 5 billion (the payment shall be 
made in line with the   payment ratio (%) set for each 
airline in case of exceeding the limits)

Strategic 
Destinations

100%   exemption of landing charges for two years for new 
airlines or Increased flight frequencies of strategic 
destinations.
-Target   routes: All cities in North America,   Latin America, 
Europe, Oceania, and Africa, that require a flight distance of 
over   6,000km from Incheon Airport

Deduc t i on 
shall be 
applied when  
 l e v y i n g 
charges in the 
f o l l o w i n g 
month.

Transfer

Perfor
mance  
Contri
bution 

KRW   10 million (basic payment) x [transfer sharing rate for 
each airline (%) x Y-O-Y increase in transfer   rate   (%)]
-Transfer   sharing rate: An airline’s number of annual 
transfer passengers/total number of annual transfer 
passengers using Incheon Airport
- Increase in transfer rates: An   airline’s transfer rate for the 
corresponding year (%) - transfer rate for the   previous 
year (%)
※ Payment limits:   KRW 4 billion

I n c e n t i v e 
payments can 
be substituted   
for transfer 
pr omot i on 
points (30%).
(Airlines will be 
consulted to 
decide   upon 
the use of 
points, especially 
to ensure their 
primary use for 
STPC   transit 
hotel, food, 
beverage, GDS 
ads assistance, 
etc.)

Perfor
mance  
Enhanc
ement 

KRW   5,000 x Y-O-Y   increased number of transfer 
passengers

※ Refer to the attachment for detailed application procedures.  



[Attachment]Application Procedures for Incentive Payment

Common Conditions 

1. (Application and Payment Procedures) Airlines that wish to participate in the 

incentive program must submit their application and all required official 

documents as outlined below to Incheon Airport Corporation in advance. 

Airlines that fail to submit their application or required documents by the 

deadline are not eligible for the incentive program. 

Items
New Airlines

/Destinations, Increased Flight 
Frequencies, Strategic Destinations  

Transfer

Application  
 Pe r i od 
a n d 
Procedures

Apply for   incentives
(No later than 10 working days prior 
to commencing service)

⇩
Operate   flights

⇩
Check   flight performance (Check 
whether the payment criteria are met)

⇩
Calculate   and settle incentives

Apply to   participate in the incentive 
program (during the period specified 
at the   beginning of the year)   

⇩
Institute measures to increase the 
number of transfer passengers 

⇩
Check the   annual transfer 
performance (during the first quarter 
of the following year)

⇩
Payment is   made in cash (70%) and 
converted into transfer promotion 
points (30%).

Required   
Documents

1)One(1) copy   of Application for the 
(Passenger) Airline Incentive Program 
(Form1) 
2)One(1) copy   of Operation Plan(Form 
2) 
3) One(1) copy   of license of operation 
4) One(1) copy   of business registration 
certificate
5)One(1) copy   of bank account(domestic) 
for incentive payment

1) One(1) copy   of Application for the 
Transfer Incentive Program (Form3) 
2) One(1) copy   of business registration 
certificate
3) One(1) copy   of bank 
account(domestic) for incentive payment

Payment 
Period
(Scheduled)

1) for New Airlines/Destinations, 
Strategic   Destinations: Incentive 
payments shall be deducted from the 
landing   charges due in the 
following month(monthly)
2) For increased flight   frequencies: 
Incentive payments shall be made in 
the first quarter of   the following 
year (yearly)

1) Cash   payment(70%): Payment will 
be made during the first quarter of 
the following   year (yearly)
2) Transfer   promotion points (30%): 
To be used and settled in the   
following year.



※ Application submission period for 2018

- (For New Airlines/Destinations, Increased flight frequencies, Strategic 

Destinations Incentives) Applications must be submitted by 10 working days 

before the commencement of flight service. However, application acceptance 

will be extended to April 30, 2018 (Mon) for applications submitted between 

March 25, 2018 and April 30, 2018 in consideration of the time required for 

sufficient explanation and promotion of the new incentive program. 

- (For Transfer Incentives) By April 30, 2018. 

2. (Restriction on Duplicate Applications) Payments shall not be made for 

duplicate applications to multiple categories among new airlines, Increased 

flight frequencies and Strategic Destinations incentives. Once an Application is 

submitted, it should not be replaced to another incentive programs. The 

incentive shall apply only to the original application in case of duplicate 

applications to multiple categories subject to the incentive program. 

3. (Beneficiaries of Previous Incentive Programs) If airlines benefiting from the 

previous incentive program for new airlines/new destinations and strategic 

destinations are subject to an exemption period extending beyond 2018, the 

reduction shall be applied for the remaining period as before. 

4. (Payment Restrictions) Airlines with overdue payment for airport facility usage charges 

at the time of incentive settlement shall be excluded from the incentive program. 

5. (Notification of Changes) Incentives shall be applied only to airlines that have 

submitted an official notification to the Incheon Airport about changes that have 

occurred with regard to the flight operation (flight days of the week, frequency, 

flight number, etc) during the effective period of the incentive program. 

6. (Precedence of Korean Version) In the case of any conflicts or differences in 

the interpretation of this guideline between the Korean version and translated 

versions in other languages, the Korean text shall take precedence. 

7. (Miscellaneous) The requirements related to this guideline shall be 

understood and observed. Airlines are liable for disadvantages arising from 

non-compliance with the requirements. In the case of any differences in the 

interpretation of this guideline, the interpretation of the corporation shall be 

followed. For other incentive related inquires, contact the Airline Marketing 

Team at the Incheon Airport Corporation (Tel: 032-742-2436, Fax: 

032-741-2419) 



 New Airlines/New Destinations Incentives

1. (Eligible Subjects) New airlines and new destinations based on criteria of Incheon Airport

 【Main Contents of New Airlines/New Destinations Incentives】

2. (Payment Restrictions) If the actual number of flights is less than the 

number outlined in the operation plan submitted for the application, the 

incentive payment shall be restricted as follows.

-If the number of monthly flights is less than 80% of the operation plan: The 

incentive payment shall not be made in the corresponding month. 

-If the number of flights fails to reach the projected number on two consecutive 

occasions within six months: The incentive payment shall be suspended.

3. (Definition of Terminology) 

1) New airlines: Airlines that have no records of regular flight operation at 

Incheon Airport for four operational seasons (two years) before the date of 

flight service commencement. 

2) Incumbent airlines: Airlines that have records of regular flight operation at 

Incheon Airport for four operational seasons (two years) before the date of 

flight service commencement. 

3) Existing routes: Routes that are currently being operated or have records of 

regular flight operation for four operational seasons (two years) before the 

date of flight service commencement. 

4) New routes: Routes that are not currently being operated or have no 

records of regular operation for four operational seasons (two years) before 

the date of flight service commencement. 

5) Advertising expenses: All costs incurred by marketing activities conducted to 

enhance the public image of new airlines and new destinations. 

Items Details

Incentives for 
new airlines

(New Routes)   Landing charge exemption for two years for a new 
airline commencing flight   services on a new route
(Existing Routes) Landing   charge exemption for one year for a new 
airline commencing flight services on   an existing route
(Common) Up to USD   50,000 for advertising expenses support

Incentives for 
new 

destinations

(Incumbent Airlines)   Landing charge exemption for one year for an 
incumbent airline launching   flight services on a new route
(Common) Up to USD   50,000 for advertising expenses support 



4. (Advertising Expense Assistance) The following are conditions and 

procedures required to apply for advertising expenses, which are supported 

separately from the exemption of landing charges 

1) (Application Conditions)

  - Period: Applications must be made within one year from the date of flight 

service commencement. 

  - Assistance targets: All marketing activities to promote new airlines/new destinations

  - Payment subjects: Airlines, and public relations agencies designated by airlines 

2) (Assistance Amount) Up to USD 50,000 (VAT excluded)

  - If the total cost excluding VAT is less than USD 50,000, the actual expenses shall be 

paid. If the total cost exceeds USD 50,000, the entire amount of USD 50,000 shall be paid.

※ Payments shall be made in Korean currency after currency conversion. (Applicable 

exchange rates: Basic exchange rates of KEB Hana Bank at the time of invoice) 

3) (Applicable Procedures)

※ In the case where the submission of an application or normal execution of the incentive 

payments during the operation period is impossible as a result of force majeure such as natural 

disasters and catastrophes, incentives shall be paid in separate consultation with airlines. 

Classification Details

Airlines
↓

Incheon 
Airport 

Submit 
marketing 

implementation 
plan

-Period: From one month before   starting service 
to within one year after flight service 
commencement 
-Submission of marketing   implementation plans 
related to public relations for new flight operations

 ↓

Incheon 
Airport

Verify assistance 
adequacy 

-Verification of marketing activities   
implemented by airlines to identify 
appropriateness for the purpose of public   
relations improvement for new flight operations

                                      ↓ 

Airlines
↓

Incheon 
Airport

Submit 
marketing 

implementation   
results and apply 

for 
reimbursement 
of expenses 

-Period: From six months to within one   year 
after flight service commencement 
-Required documents: Reports on   marketing 
outcomes, contracts, details of advertising 
expenses, tax invoices,   a copy of the bank 
account for payment 

↓

Incheon 
Airport

Review 
marketing 

performance 
and   required 

documents 

-Verification of marketing outcomes implemented  
 by airlines to identify appropriateness for the 
purpose of public relations   improvement for 
new flight operations, and review of submitted 
documents. 

                                      ↓
Incheon 
Airport 

↓
Airlines

Settle expenses -Ex-post settlement 



 Increased flight frequencies Incentives 

1. (Eligible subjects) Routes with increased frequency operated by airlines with 

scheduled routes 

 【Main Contents of Increased flight frequencies Incentives】

※ The calculation of the number of flight operation is based on the number of 

departing flight operations. 

2. (Payment Restrictions)

-If the total number of flights decrease : If an airline’s total number of 

scheduled flights using Incheon Airport (non-peak hour and peak hour 

combined) decreased year-on-year, the airline shall be excluded from the 

incentive subjects.

-If the payment limit is exceeded: If the total amount of incentives to be paid 

to all airlines exceeds the payment limit, the payment shall be made in line 

with the payment ratio (%) set for each airline within the payment limit.

 E.g. If the total amount of Increased flight frequencies Incentives during peak 

hours to be paid to all airlines (payment limit of KRW 3 billion) amounts to 

KRW 4.5 billion, each airline will receive the amount calculated as follows: 

amount allotted to each airline × 30/45.

Items Details

Incentives for 
Increased flight 

frequencies 
during peak 

hours
(07:00-22:59)

If the number of scheduled flights during peak hours1)  
increased Y-O-Y, the incentive shall consist of a 50% return 
of the total landing charges incurred from the operation of 
a net increase in flights during peak hours3)subject to 
incentives4)fortheyear.

※However, airlines that fail to submit applications to 
participate in the incentive program are excluded from the 
calculation of the net increase of flight operations.
Payment limits: KRW   3 billion (total for all airlines)

Incentives for 
Increased flight 

frequencies 
during non-peak 

hours
(23:00-06:59)

If the number of scheduled flights during non-peak 
hours2)increased Y-O-Y, the incentive shall consist of a 
100% return of the total landing charges incurred from the 
operation of a net increase in flights during non-peak 
hours3)subject to incentives4)fortheyear.

※However, airlines that fail to submit applications to 
participate in the incentive program are excluded from the 
calculation of the net increase of flight operations.
Payment limits: KRW   5 billion (total for all airlines)



-If the number of increased flight operations during non-peak hours (or peak 

hours) that are applicable for incentives exceeds a net increase in the number 

of total flight operations: 100% (or 50%) of the total landing charges for 

flights subject to incentives × a net increase in the number of total flights ÷ 

the number of increased flight operations applicable for incentives 

※ For details, refer to the Example Calculations for Increased flight frequencies 

Incentives.

3. (Definition of Terminology)

1) The number of scheduled flights during peak hours: The number of flights 

departing between 07:00 and 22:59

 ※ Based on ATD (Actual Time of Departure)

2) The number of scheduled flights during non-peak hours: The number of 

flights departing between 23:00 and 06:59

 ※ Based on ATD 

3) A net increase in flights during (non-) peak hours: The number of flights 

calculated by deducting “the number of flights during (non-) peak hours 

within the same period in the previous year” from “the number of flights 

during (non-) peak hours within the same period in the present year”

4) Incentive subject: Flights subject to incentives by submitting an application 

based on the Article 1 of the Common Conditions

※ Excludes airlines that are currently receiving payment through new airlines/new 

destinations and strategic destinations incentive programs. 



Example Calculations for Increased flight frequencies Incentives

Case A.   Increased Frequency of Flights in Incentive Application ≦ 
Net Increase in Total Number of Flights
50% (for peak hours) or 100% (for non-peak hours) of total   landing charges for 

flights subject to the incentives

Case B. Increased   Frequency of Flights in Incentive Application >   Net 
Increase in Total Number of Flights

50% (for peak hours) or 100% (for 
non-peak hours) of total landing charges 

for flights subject to the incentives
X

Net increase inthe total number 
of flights          
Increased frequency of flights in   
the incentive application

E.g. Incentive   Calculation of Case B
○ Increased     Flight Frequency of     Airline B in 2018 (during peak hours)

Route
Number of       

Annual Flights Change
Landing       Charges for 

Flights Subject to the 
Incentives2017 2018

ICN-ABC
(existing       
route)

100 95 -5 -

ICN-DEF
(route with 
increased 
frequency)

10 20 10

-KRW 1 million * 5 times = 
KRW 5 million
-KRW 2 million * 5 times = 
KRW 10 million
Total amount: KRW 15 million

Total 
(net increase) 110 115 5

 ⟹ The increased number of flights in the incentive application is 10, while the  
net increase is 5, which means that the increased frequency of flights in the 
incentive application exceeds the net increase in the total number of flights.

  ⇓     ⇓
○ Calculation Formula

KRW 15 million 
(total landing 
charges for     
Airline B’s 

increased flight 
frequency)

X

50%
( f o r 
p e a k 
hours)

X

 5(the net increase in the 
total number of flights)

=

K R W     
3 . 7 5 
m i l l i o n 
( a m o u n t 
paid as 
incentives)

10 (the increased frequency 
of     flights in the 
incentive application)

 ⟹ The     number of flights on the route with increased frequency increased 
by 10, but that of an     existing route decreased by 5 (50%),     leading to a 
net increase of 5 in the     total number of flights. 
KRW 15 million ×     50% (for peak hours) × 50% (net increase/increased 
frequency in application)     = KRW 3.75 million (amount to be returned)



  Strategic Destinations Incentives

1. (Eligible Subjects) Airlines with newly-launched scheduled flights or increased 

flight frequency to strategic target regions※, linear distance of 6,000 km or 

more from Incheon Airport. Increased flight frequency refers to airlines offering 

services to strategic destinations with more scheduled weekly flights to the 

destinations mentioned above in comparison to the previous two operational 

seasons. The strategic destination incentives apply only to the increment of 

the flight frequency. 

※ Strategic target regions: The Americas, Europe, Oceania, and Africa

 【Main Contents of Strategic Destination Incentives】

2. (Payment Restrictions)

1) If the actual number of flights is less than the number outlined in the 

operation plan submitted for the application, the incentive payment shall be 

limited as follows.

- If the number of monthly flights is less than 80% of the operation plan: The 

incentive payment shall not be made in the corresponding month. 

- If the number of flights fails to reach the projected number on two consecutive 

occasions within six months: The incentive payment shall be suspended.

2) If airlines with newly-launched services or increased flight frequency on 

long-haul routes increase the total number of operations in the strategic 

target regions in comparison to the same month in the previous year, the 

incentive payment shall be made. If the total number of operations decreases, 

the incentive payment shall not be made in the corresponding month.

Items Details

Strategic   
Destinations 
Incentives

○100% exemption of landing charges for   two years for new 
airlines and increased flight frequency to strategic destinations
-Target routes: All cities in the   Americas, Europe, Oceania and 

Africa, linear distance of 6,000 km or more from Incheon Airport



 Transfer Incentives 

1. (Eligible Subjects) Scheduled airlines with the number of transfer passengers 

increasing by more than 1,000 year-on-year, among passenger airlines that 

officially apply for the incentive program.

 【Main Contents of Transfer Incentives】

Classification Payment   
Conditions Payment Calculation Note

Performance  
Contribution 
Incentive

Airline’s 
transfer 
sharing rate 
and increase  
in transfer 
rate 

KRW 10 million (basic 
payment) × (airline’s transfer 
sharing   rate (%)1)×   Y-O-Y 
increase in transfer rate (%)2))
※ Payment   limit: KRW 4 
billion

If the increase in 
an airline’s transfer  
 rate or increased 
number of transfer 
passengers is a 
negative number 
(-) or   0, the 
incentive payment 
shall not be made.

Performance  
Enhancement 
Incentive

Airline’s 
increased 
number of 
transfer   
passengers  

KRW 5,000 ×   Y-O-Y 
increased number of transfer 
passengers

1) Transfer sharing rate: An airline’s number of annual transfer passengers / 

total number of annual transfer passengers using Incheon Airport

2) An increase in transfer rate: An airline’s transfer rate in the corresponding 

year (%) - transfer rate in the previous year (%)

* Transfer sharing rate and an increase in transfer rate are calculated to two 

decimal places (rounded off to the nearest thousandth).

2. (Statistical Standards) Statistics of passengers collected for 24 hours at 

Incheon Airport, including the number of arriving/departing transfer passengers

※ Includes records of domestic aircrafts for transfer only, excludes transit passengers. 

3. (Payment Method) Aggregate the amounts for performance contribution and 

performance enhancement, with the total amount to be paid and utilized 

based on the following standards.



 【Classification of Payment Method】

Classification Ratio Payment   Method

Cash   
Payment 70%   of the total amount

Payment   is remitted to the 
account provided by an airline 
in the first quarter of the   
following year.

Transfer   
Promotion 

Point
30%   of the total amount

Payment   is made in the 
form of vouchers for transit 
hotels, food and beverage, 
and   advertising fees.

※ Airlines with the total transfer incentive payment of KRW 30 million or less are 

paid in cash, as opposed to promotion points.

              

4. (Payment Restrictions) With regard to performance contribution incentives, 

the total amount of incentives to be paid to all airlines shall not exceed KRW 

4 billion.

※ If the total incentive payment exceeds KRW 4 billion, the payment shall be made 

in line with the payment ratio (%) set for each airline within the payment limit.

5. (Miscellaneous) An increase in the transfer rate before the effective date of 

the incentive program, March 25, 2018, shall be taken into account 

retroactively from January 1, 2018. Guidelines on transfer promotion points 

shall be established following consultations with airlines.



[Form 1] Application for the Incentive Program (for new airlines/new 

destinations/ increased flight frequencies /strategic destinations)

Application for the (Passenger) Airline 

Incentive Program

The applicant hereby applies for the (passenger) airline incentive program 

operated by Incheon International Airport Corporation. The applicant 

understands the payment conditions and details of the incentive program and 

agrees to follow the interpretation and policies of Incheon International Airport 

Corporation in relation to the calculation and payment of the incentive.

          Date of Application:  MM.DD.YYYY

(Applicant)

Name of Corporation  :

Corporation Registration Number :

Address  :

Name of Representative  :                        (seal/ sign)

Business Registration Number  : 

To the President of Incheon International Airport Corporation

Type   of 
Incentives

□ New   Airline        □ New Destination
 □ Increased flight frequencies □ Strategic Destination

Applicant   
Airline

English:                        (IATA code:          )
Korean:

Person   in 
Charge

Department Title Name
Contact   

Information

Effective   
Period

mm.dd.yyyy   – mm.dd.yyyy



[Form 2-1] Operation Plan (for new airlines/new destinations/strategic destinations)

Operation Plan

Date of Submission:  MM.DD.YYYY

Submitting          Airline         (seal)

Type of 
Application □   New Airline  □   New Destination  □ Strategic  Destination

Submitting 
Airline

English:                           (IATA code:           )
Korean:

Person in 
Charge

Department Title Name Contact 
Information

Start of 
Operation MM.DD.YYYY

Route Incheon   ↔ Nation:        City:          (Airport:           )

Operation 
Plan

Departure Flight 
No.

Arrival Flight 
No.

STD STA

Departure 
Operation 

Day(s)

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Arrival 
Operation 

Day(s)

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Operation 
Period

A/C Type

Registrati
on No.



[Form 2-2] Operation Plan (for Increased flight frequencies)

Operation Plan

Date of Submission:  MM.DD.YYYY

Submitting          Airline         (seal)

Type of 
Application Increased flight frequencies Incentives

Submitting 
Airline

English:                           (IATA code:           )
Korean:

Person in 
Charge

Department Title Name Contact 
Information

Start of 
Operation MM.DD.YYYY

Route Incheon   ↔ Nation:        City:          (Airport:           )

Operation 
Plan

Departure Flight No. Arrival Flight 
No.

STD STA

Departure 
Operation 

Day(s) Prior 
to   

Change

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Departure 
Operation 

Day(s) After  
 Change

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

Operation 
Period

A/C Type

Registration 
No.

Note

※Provide   the grounds for the net increase in flights: 
e.g. adoption of new equipment, transfer   of flights 

from other airlines, increased efficiency of flight 
schedules,   etc.  



[Form 3] Application for the Incentive Program(for transfer)

Application for the Transfer Incentive 

Program of Incheon International Airport

The applicant hereby applies for the 20○○ transfer incentive program of 

Incheon International Airport. The applicant airline understands the conditions 

and details of the 20○○ transfer incentive program of Incheon International 

Airport and agrees to follow the interpretation and policies of Incheon 

International Airport Corporation in relation to the calculation and payment of 

the incentive.

                                Date of Application:  MM.DD.YYYY

Submitting          Airline         (seal)

To the President of Incheon International Airport Corporation

Applicant 
Airline

Korean (IATA   Code:            )

English

Person in 
Charge

Department

Title/Name

Contact 
Information (Tel) (E-mail)


